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Precipitation estimates created through a mosaic of weather RADAR and precipitation gages are generated by National Weather Service River Forecast 

Centers and are known as Multisensor Precipitation Estimates (MPE).  MPE are hourly data, with a horizontal grid spacing of 4km. The data are used by 

National Weather Service River Forecast Centers to produce their river forecasts and have been found to be helpful to other government agencies in 

supporting ecosystems.    The data are available on the NWS’s Advanced Hydrologic Prediction System website:  http://water.weather.gov/precip/

Storm runoff pollutes waters where 

shellfish live.  The Maryland’s Dept. of 

the Environment (MDE) has found that 

shellfish is not safe to eat within 3 days 

of heavy rain.  In the past, MDE relied on 

precipitation data from just one rain gage 

and when certain criteria was met, all 

shellfish harvest beds were closed.  Now, 

with higher resolution NWS precipitation 

data, rainfall at each shellfish harvest 

bed is measured separately and only the 

beds receiving heavy rains are closed.  

New Jersey’s Dept of Environmental 

Protection uses NWS MPE data to help 

explain water quality measurements

made at bathing beaches. The

information also helps them pinpoint 

sources of water pollution.

Anne Arundel County, MD, takes 

water quality measurements at 

public bathing beaches whenever 

there is heavy rain. Using NWS 

high resolution 

MPE data,

they are able 

to deploy staff 

only to those  

particular

beaches that

received 

heavy rain, saving time and money.

Maryland’s Healthy Beaches Program provides 

NWS precipitation data to its’ county managers 

so they can more efficiently regulate bathing 

beach closures.  They now recommend closures 

without having to take costly and time consuming 

manual measurements.

Multisensor Precipitation Data: http://water.weather.gov/precip

The product above is provided to MDE by the NWS every morning.  It shows 
the individual pixels of precipitation data over each shellfish harvest bed.  The 
precipitation estimates in these pixels are averaged so that each shellfish 
harvest bed has its’ own precipitation amount.  

Maryland Healthy Beaches Website allows easy access to NWS 
precipitation estimates for each individual beach in each county. 
http://www.marylandhealthybeaches.com/

The product above is provided to Anne Arundel County’s Dept of Health, everyday 
during the summer months.  NWS precipitation estimates are shown overlaying a map 
of bathing beaches, indicated by purple dots.

The product above is provided to NJ DEP by the NWS every morning.  
It shows the individual pixels of MPE data over each water quality 
sampling site.  


